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Oud master craftsman Iraqi Samir Rashid (13)
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BAGHDAD, IRAQ - MAY 25: 41-year-old oud master craftsman Iraqi Samir Rashid, who learned the oud making profession from his father at a young age, checks at his workshop in Baghdad, Iraq on May 25, 2023. The ouds made by Reshid attract the attention of many musicians at home and abroad. Murtadha Al-Sudani / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BAGHDAD, IRAQ - MAY 25: 41-year-old oud master craftsman Iraqi Samir Rashid, who learned the oud making profession from his father at a young age, works at his workshop in Baghdad, Iraq on May 25, 2023. The ouds made by Reshid attract the attention of many musicians at home and abroad. Murtadha Al-Sudani / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BAGHDAD, IRAQ - MAY 25: 41-year-old oud master craftsman Iraqi Samir Rashid, who learned the oud making profession from his father at a young age, checks at his workshop in Baghdad, Iraq on May 25, 2023. The ouds made by Reshid attract the attention of many musicians at home and abroad. Murtadha Al-Sudani / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BAGHDAD, IRAQ - MAY 25: 41-year-old oud master craftsman Iraqi Samir Rashid, who learned the oud making profession from his father at a young age, checks at his workshop in Baghdad, Iraq on May 25, 2023. The ouds made by Reshid attract the attention of many musicians at home and abroad. Murtadha Al-Sudani / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BAGHDAD, IRAQ - MAY 25: 41-year-old oud master craftsman Iraqi Samir Rashid, who learned the oud making profession from his father at a young age, checks at his workshop in Baghdad, Iraq on May 25, 2023. The ouds made by Reshid attract the attention of many musicians at home and abroad. Murtadha Al-Sudani / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BAGHDAD, IRAQ - MAY 25: 41-year-old oud master craftsman Iraqi Samir Rashid, who learned the oud making profession from his father at a young age, works at his workshop in Baghdad, Iraq on May 25, 2023. The ouds made by Reshid attract the attention of many musicians at home and abroad. Murtadha Al-Sudani / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BAGHDAD, IRAQ - MAY 25: 41-year-old oud master craftsman Iraqi Samir Rashid, who learned the oud making profession from his father at a young age, works at his workshop in Baghdad, Iraq on May 25, 2023. The ouds made by Reshid attract the attention of many musicians at home and abroad. Murtadha Al-Sudani / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BAGHDAD, IRAQ - MAY 25: 41-year-old oud master craftsman Iraqi Samir Rashid, who learned the oud making profession from his father at a young age, works at his workshop in Baghdad, Iraq on May 25, 2023. The ouds made by Reshid attract the attention of many musicians at home and abroad. Murtadha Al-Sudani / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BAGHDAD, IRAQ - MAY 25: Oud master craftsman Iraqi Samir Rashid's father works at Rashid's workshop in Baghdad, Iraq on May 25, 2023. The ouds made by 41-year-old Samir Rashid, who learned oud making from his father at a young age, attract the attention of many musicians at home and abroad. Murtadha Al-Sudani / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BAGHDAD, IRAQ - MAY 25: 41-year-old oud master craftsman Iraqi Samir Rashid (R), who learned the oud making profession from his father at a young age, makes oud with his father at Rashid's workshop in Baghdad, Iraq on May 25, 2023. The ouds made by Reshid attract the attention of many musicians at home and abroad. Murtadha Al-Sudani / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BAGHDAD, IRAQ - MAY 25: 41-year-old oud master craftsman Iraqi Samir Rashid, who learned the oud making profession from his father at a young age, works at his workshop in Baghdad, Iraq on May 25, 2023. The ouds made by Reshid attract the attention of many musicians at home and abroad. Murtadha Al-Sudani / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BAGHDAD, IRAQ - MAY 25: 41-year-old oud master craftsman Iraqi Samir Rashid, who learned the oud making profession from his father at a young age, works at his workshop in Baghdad, Iraq on May 25, 2023. The ouds made by Reshid attract the attention of many musicians at home and abroad. Murtadha Al-Sudani / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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